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The Allied Army DLC, including two minor factions and a GRM singleplayer campaign

A clan tag item

Exclusive squad logo items

Emoticon items for the in-game chat

A slight XP boost to speed up your progress in the leaderboards

An outstanding HUD element visible while playing and recording matches
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Title: Call to Arms - Deluxe Edition upgrade
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Digitalmindsoft
Publisher:
Digitalmindsoft
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2015
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Devil May Cry 1

\u2605The good:
-Level variety is quite big;
-Decent amount of different attacks and weapons for a hack and slash game from 2001;
-Final boss fight is really good and Shoot 'Em Up section was a nice touch;
-Majority of boss fights are good....

\u2605The bad:
...but you are gonna fight each one of bosses 3 times in row, each time with very small change in gameplay which inflates the
game in negative way;
-Platforming is thrash just because how stiff and clunky jump is.Also camera angles are not helping with it at all;
-Swimming sections despite being short - are really slow, annoying and feels unnecessary;

\u2605Overall:
Ok'ish 7\/10 hack and slash game.
Even in 2019.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Devil May Cry 2

\u2605The good:
-Simple level design with minimal amount of backtracking;
-Two different playable characters with different playstyles, own stories and level progression and even final boss fight;
-Big variety of great boss fights in both design and their gimmicks (especially final boss fight, both of them);
-Bloody Palace - a gamemode where you can fight (a lot). Basically a horde mode with a very specific gimmick;
-There is big variety of different guns....

\u2605The bad:
-..... but all melee weapons are just generic. Typical "sword is balanced", this is one is stronger but slower and this one is weaker
but faster with no extra variety in combos.
In short: No special Devil Arms;
-Platforming is just as bad as in DMC1 - the problem is that there is way more platforming in this game than in DMC1;
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-Swimming, once again, is as bad as in DMC1 but there is way more of it;
-Camera ok'ish during combat as long as you are killing every single enemy.
It turns into pure garbage if you are trying to ignore nearby enemies because it tries to target every single enemy nearby of you.
Its even worse when enemy is not on screen because then camera is shaking and try harding to show off that enemy when he is
not not even on screen. This due lack of in game target system;

\u2605Overall:
A solid 6\/10 hack and slash game.
Funny enough its still more of Devil May Cry game than DMC: Devil May Cry.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Devil May Cry 3

\u2605The good:
-Way less focus on platforming and no swimming sections;
-Quite big variety of bosses and weapons;
-Great Bloody Palace from DMC2 is included;
-Two different playable characters with different playstyles....

\u2605The bad:
-.... but second character is implemented in a quite lazy way. No changes in level design or boss fights whatsoever. Its even
weirder because he has few new unique cutscenes and thats it;
-Level desing have a bit of variety but its most of the time is just a pure garbage consisting of random rooms slapped together
without any shape or form;
-Confusing hot garbage level objectives. DMC 1 was kinda fine with those but in DMC3 its being multiplied by 10;
-Map is utterly useless with its terrible UI, lack of objective marker and option to switch floors you may ask yourself "what was
the f*cking point of even adding a map to this game?";
-Style system is good but shoving RPG experience grind system into them is way too excessive. It would be way better if you
just had to pay in Red Orbs to unlock its next level;
-Hands down the worst case of backtracking in entire Devil may Cry franchise. Especially when combined terrible level design,
useless map and confusing level objectives;
-Hands down the worst boss fight in entire Devil may Cry franchise aka Arkham;

\u2605Overall:
A solid 7\/10 hack and slash game.
Its not that bad but it could be better.. They screwed us over with deluxe and added season pass \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you
devs, I own large chunk of 1c games and will never give you another dollar. Not sure why there are negative reviews about this
game. I like classic Tower Defense games and really enjoyed this game. It has a good learning curve, lots of upgrades, good
graphics and is fun to play.. Found a scene.... where one of object was invisible.
Some puzzles are confusing.

Quite enjoyable game, though.. my goodness does this game have charm. i recomend it to all people looking for an hour or two
of fun gameplay. it doesnt cost much and its worth avery cent it costs. Played it for one hour so far, the game got a lot of
potential. I currently lag a bit, but it might as well be my laptop's fault. The devs said they'll add more content soon, that's ok
with me, after all they said what will and will not be in the game on EA release, nobody can complain that they did not now.

If they fix the lag problem (or add an option to get lower graphics for us lagtop users :-d) the game will become even better..
Old school and fun to kill time. Reminiscent of my youth, has a peculiar sense of humor and the game itself is pretty fun but
short. For ridiculous bag of money a good game - try it!. working and playable now.. As of today (11\/11\/2018) this game has
received an update that completely overhauled the UI, graphics, and added some new content including a horror\/halloween
mode (which will be permanent, don't be fooled by the name "halloween" mode, I am sure the devs will change this at a later
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date)

The devs are very much engaged in gathering and listening to community feedback. The developer clearly cares a lot about this
game and If you are a fan of games where you grind to get the highest score on the leaderboard, if you want to be #1 and
compete with others, this game is for you.

This game puts you in a hostile environment where you have to survive for a set amount of time, or in the horror mode, as long
as you can (with enemies that get stronger and stronger as the game progresses). The end goal is to gain the highest score that
you can get by killing animals, building, crafting, ... Basically it roughly comes down to your APM (actions per minute).

Even though this is the first real game made by a relatively new company, it is already in a very nice state and with all the
planned updates the devs mentioned on discord\/twitch, it seems like this is the kind of game every lover of the Survival,
roguelike, or builder genres will fall in love with.

Definitely give it a go! At the current price it is a total bargain and there will be much more content and gamemodes to come!.
It's not a dating sim, it's a story and a pretty good one at that.

The game has a few choices that affect the ending you get, but don't worry about saving. There's an option in the main menu
that lets you jump right back to the moment where the story branches.

While the story isn't long, a lot of effort has been put into it and the presentation, so you'll definitely get the bang for your buck.
If you see it cheaper, it's a no-brainer. Though if you're on the fence, read Without Within by the same dev to get an idea of
what sort of quality you can expect from this VN.

Personally, I'm looking forward to future VNs by this dev.
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The game was too fast and difficult for me but the SOUNDTRACK is AWSOME! Each track is a small marvel. It might not be
the grandest musical piece in my game soundtrack collection but it is clearly the one I listen most of the times.. awsome once i
got it all configured. If you are a fan of TWD , the game is fun but definitely not one of the best .... this game....why did steam
allow them to ask money for it....
really this is 1 wasted euro and 8 wasted minutes of my life
. Seriously sent shivers up my whole body more than once. It's a slow burn which I appreciate, and the atmosphere is spot on.
There are some performance issues and small bugs that could be fixed, but for free it's hard to complain. Try it if you like
creepy exploration games with atmosphere.. Ugh, I hate to do this, but I just didn't enjoy this game. After playing for about 15
minutes, and not talking to a single camper besides Jez's roommate, I found a corpse, and Jez said "OH NO! NOT JACK!" As if
we've met this NPC before (which we hadn't) took me right out of the story. Not to mention, the first live NPC I encountered
was upset about something trivial, and instead of my dialog going something like "Oh my GOD someone killed my bunkmate,
and I've found other dead bodies, we gotta get help!" it was "Oh sure, I'd be glad to fix your hot water." Just another RPGMaker
game, I should have recognized it, but I I didn't see it listed anywhere in the description, and for the price, it's just not worth it
right now.
. Meh. Good try, rather boring though. Feels like a time-wasting flash game.. For 5 Dollars, you really can't go wrong. Controls
are different, a little strange, but you catch on quick, and its a new take on a played out game style. Try it out. Deep story.
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